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ABSTRACT
A military cartridge includes four elements; case, capsule, ammunition and powder. While
manufacturing, defects may occur in the case. These defects should be detected and the defected
cases should be separated. Defects could occur in the mouth, surface and primer parts of the
case. This paper proposes the methodology that involves the real-time inspection of the defects
in the mouth part of the cases using image processing techniques. The algorithms of the
proposed methodology were implemented on real images and the obtained results have showed
that common defects such as split and dent defects occurring on the mouth part of the case can
be detected with high accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Computer vision systems are widely used in industrial applications to inspect defects in real-time.
These systems control the real-time production lines by processing the images taken by cameras
and separate defected products. Due to computer vision systems, the production capacity and
quality of products increase and the product cost and inspection time decrease.
Main functions of the computer vision systems are fulfilled by image processing techniques.
Some industrial products with cylindrical and metal surfaces need to be inspected in moving state.
Inspection of dynamic and complex products using real-time image processing techniques is a
nontrivial problem.
Image processing to inspect the products with cylindrical and metal surfaces has some challenges,
which are related to quality of images taken in moving state. The first challenge is related to the
glitters problem during illumination. In order to get images with high quality, a special ring
lightning should be used. Due to cylindrical and metal surfaces, some part of the products can be
glittered. The second challenge is related to the moving state of products. It is hard to capture
images of moving product in the same position. The third challenge is the cylindrical surfaces
itself. In order to inspect the whole 360-degree of the surface, it is necessary to capture the
product surface on the fly. The pixel intensity is changed depending on the distance between
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camera and cylindrical surface of the product. All of these challenges make image processing
more complex.
The military cartridge consists of four parts: case, capsule, ammunition and powder. The military
cartridge case consists of three elements: mouth, cylindrical surface and primer (Fig. 1).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1. Parts of military cartridge case: (a) mouth, (b) cylindrical surface, (c) primer.

This study investigates the defects on the mouth of the cases where different defects, like split and
dent defects, could occur. These defects are defined by NATO standards [1, 2]. At the final stage
of the production process, defects should be inspected and then the defected ones should be
separated. These operations should be done in real-time.
In this study, a computer vision system for the inspection of moving cartridge case is used. In this
system, one camera is used for each of the mouth and the primer, and eight cameras are used for
the cylindrical surface to take images. The images taken by the cameras are processed by realtime image processing algorithms to detect defects. The defected cases detected are separated at
the final stage of computer vision processing.
This study proposes the methodology for real-time inspection of defects on the mouth part of the
cases by image processing techniques.
The manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2, related works are summarized. The
detection methodology of defects is proposed in Section 3. Implementation of proposed
methodology is described in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes obtained results.

2. RELATED WORKS
In computer visual inspection systems, the defect detection algorithms are used to determine the
defected products. Existing works use different algorithms to detect the defects on the different
materials. The most common topic is related to textile materials. Kumar et al. [3] investigate
various approaches for automated inspection of textured materials using Gabor wavelet features.
Kumar [4] investigates different techniques for the detection of automated fabric defects. Chan
and Pang [5] propose a method using Fourier transform to detect fabric defects.
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There are many studies related to the detection of metallic surface defects in automated inspection
systems. Choi et al. [6] present a real-time defect detection algorithm for high-speed steel bar in
coil. Frayman et al. [7] present a camera based machine vision system for the automatic
inspection of surface defects in aluminium die casting using genetic algorithm. Karimi and
Asemani [8] compare and evaluate different defect detection algorithms using various
performance parameters. In the literature, various image processing techniques were used to
detect defects on different kinds of materials. This paper adopts and uses existing techniques to
detect defects on cylindrical and metal objects in real-time.
Following studies are related to circle detection which can be used to detect the defects in the
circularity of objects. To detect the circles with image processing techniques, different algorithms
can be used. In [9], an algorithm for edge and segment detection was proposed. This algorithm
can detect the circles in real-time images. In [10], a circle detection algorithm for automatic sign
detection and recognition was proposed. The authors in [11] have proposed another algorithm to
detect circles on images. In [12], a review study related to Hough algorithm was reported. An
efficient Hough transform for circle detection was proposed in [13]. It was reported that, Hough is
a popular algorithm to detect the circles. But to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies
related to implementation of Hough algorithm to the moving cylindrical and metal objects. This
paper uses Hough algorithm for checking the circularity to detect the defects in circles of realtime images of cylindrical and metal objects captured in a moving state.

3. MOUTH DEFECTS DETECTION METHODOLOGY
Different defects such as split, dent, etc. can occur in the mouth part of military cases (Fig. 2).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. (a) Normal mouth, (b) mouth with split defect, (c) mouth with dent defect

The proposed methodology to detect the defects in the mouth part of the cases consists of the
following stages:
• Preprocessing;
• Mouth processing;
• Split defect detection;
• Dent defect detection.
Block diagram of the entire defects detection methodology is shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. The block diagram of proposed defect detection methodology

3.1. Preprocessing
Preprocessing stage includes four steps: 1) cropping; 2) noise reduction; 3) thresholding and 4)
morphological operations (closing).
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3.1.1. Cropping
In real-time applications, the image processing performance should be optimized. For this, the
size of captured raw images should be decreased. In other words, unnecessary part of raw images
should be cropped.
3.1.2. Noise Reduction
Noise reduction is a process of removing noise from an image. Generally; every image has some
noise that needs to be eliminated. Several techniques can be used to remove the noise from the
image. Gaussian filter is widely used to reduce image noise.
3.1.3. Thresholding
Thresholding is a key step in defect detection process. The success of subsequence stages of
methodology depends on the result of thresholding step [13, 14]. Mouth part of the captured
image is glittered due to illumination. In order to get the glittered mouth in cropped image, bilevel thresholding should be used. At the result of bi-level thresholding, the glittered part of the
mouth is denoted by white pixels and inside the mouth is filled by black pixels.
3.1.4. Morphological Operations
In order to improve the success, some morphological operations should be applied to the images.
After thresholding, small discontinuities may appear. Closing operation can help eliminating such
discontinuities.

3.2. Mouth Processing
Mouth processing stage includes three steps: 1) detection of the circle; 2) detection of the inner
edge of the mouth and 3) drawing an edge of mouth.
3.2.1. Cycle Detection
Different algorithms can be used to detect the circle. Hough transform is a common algorithm
used to detect geometry shape of the objects in image processing [15, 16]. At the results of Hough
circle detection process, the center and the radius of the circle are defined. Center of the circle is
denoted as c( x, y ) that is the pixel in the image. Radius is denoted as r .
3.2.2. Detection of Inner Edge of Mouth
First, the image obtained at thresholding step is scanned 360 degrees beginning from the center
pixel of c( x, y ) toward to the inner edge of the mouth (Fig.4).
During scanning, 360 points detected on the inner edge of the mouth will be denoted as
C ( X ϕ , Yϕ ) . Here, X ϕ and Yϕ are the coordinates of C ( X ϕ , Yϕ ) and calculated as follows:

X ϕ = x + (iϕ ∗ cos(ϕ ∗ pi ÷ 180))

(1)

Yϕ = y + (iϕ ∗ sin(ϕ ∗ pi ÷ 180))

(2)
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Figure 4. Detection of inner edge of mouth

where, ϕ (ϕ = 1,2,...,360) is the degree of the 360 points of C ( X ϕ , Yϕ ) on the inner edge of
the mouth. Next, the distance iϕ (iϕ = 1,2,..., I ) between c( x, y ) and C ( X ϕ , Yϕ ) is calculated.

iϕ is defined as the minimum distance between c( x, y ) and C ( X ϕ , Yϕ ) . Finally, C ( X ϕ , Yϕ )
and iϕ are stored as an array and used for the next step.
3.2.3. Drawing an Edge of Mouth
By using the array obtained in the previous step, the edge of the mouth is drawn by marking the
black pixels on the white background.

3.3. Split Defect Detection
Euclidean distance is used to measure the distance between C ( X ϕ , Yϕ ) and C ( X ϕ + 1, Yϕ + 1) .
If the Euclidean distance is greater than ∆ then the split defect on the mouth is present. ∆ is the
Euclidean distance for mouth of non-defected cases. If the Euclidean distance is less than ∆ then
it is necessary to go to the next stage of the methodology to detect the dent defect.

3.4. Dent Defect Detection
Dent defect detection stage includes three steps: 1) circle detection in the inner edge of the mouth;
2) calculation of the cumulative variance and 3) classification of the dent defect.
3.4.1. Circle Detection on Inner Edge of Mouth
Hough circle detection is applied to the inner edge of the mouth drawn in Section 3.2.3. The
circle detected here is overlapped better with the mouth of the case with respect to the circle
detected in Section 3.2.1. If Hough transform cannot detect any circle in the inner edge of the
mouth, the circle detected in Section 3.2.1 is used.
3.4.2. Calculation of Cumulative Variance
The variance used for the detection and classification of the circular objects. Two different
techniques are used to calculate the cumulative variance.
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a) In the first one, central point c( x, y ) and radius r of the circle, detected in Section 3.2.1 by
Hough algorithm, are used to calculate the cumulative variance. In order to calculate the
cumulative variance of each degree of ϕ (ϕ = 1,2,...,360) , the Euclidean distance between the
same points on the circle detected in Section 3.4.1 and the edge of the mouth drawn in Section
3.2.3 is calculated. The sum of all the square of Euclidean distance values for 360 degrees gives
us the cumulative variance.
b) In the second technique, the average distance between the points on the edge of the mouth
drawn in 3.2.3 and central point c( x, y ) is calculated. Then, the Euclidean distance between the
points on the circle and the points on the edge of the mouth drawn in 3.2.3 is calculated. Finally,
the sum of square of all 360 Euclidean distance values for 360 degrees gives us the cumulative
variance.
3.4.3.

Classification of Dent Defects

When the mouth of the cases is fully circular, these kind of cases are classified as non-defected. If
the calculated cumulative variance is less than δ then the cases are also classified as nondefected. On the other hand, if cumulative variance is greater than δ , the cases are classified as
defected.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
All experiments were performed on platform with i7 2.4 GHz CPU, 8 GB RAM and Windows 7.
All algorithms used in this study were coded in Visual Studio C++. All images were captured by
PointGrey Flea 3 GigE 2.0 MP and Wordop 180 mm ring red colored led light was used to
illuminate the cases.
According to the real-time conditions, five cases per second should be handled. So, each case
should be processed during 200 milliseconds. Proposed algorithms should meet the real-time
conditions.
A case inspection system was developed to capture images and to separate defected cases. An
example of image captured on the conveyor band is shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Original image

The implementation results of the proposed methodology on the real images are described below.

4.1. Preprocessing
The original image resolution is 1600x1200 pixels. After cropping, the image with resolution
350x350 pixels was obtained (Fig. 6).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Cropped mouth of non-defected case (a); dent defected case (b); and split defected case (c)
Gaussian filter was applied to the cropped images for noise reduction (Fig. 6).

Binary thresholding was done based on the Otsu threshold value. Following the thresholding,
closing process was carried out and small discontinuities in the mouth of the case were closed
(Fig. 7).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. The results after thresholding and closing operation: non-defected mouth (a); dent defected mouth
(b); and split defected mouth (c)

4.2. Mouth Processing
4.2.1. Circle Detection
Hough circle detection algorithm was used to detect the circle in the mouth of the case. The
center and the radius of circle were found using this algorithm. The red circle was obtained in Fig.
8.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Detected circles of non-defected mouth (a); dent defected mouth (b); and split defected mouth (c)

4.2.2. Detection of Inner Edge of Mouth:
Inner edge of the mouth was found and illustrated with blue color in Fig. 9.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

Figure 9. Blue colored inner edge of non-defected mouth (a); dent defected mouth (b); and split defected
mouth

4.2.3. Drawing the inner edge of mouth
The inner edge of mouth was reconstructed by marking the pixels of obtained array in Section
3.2.2 as black on the white background (Fig. 10).

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 10. Reconstructed non-defected mouth (a); dent defected mouth (b); and split defected mouth (c)

4.3. Split Defect Detection
As seen from Fig. 9 (a) and (b), there is no interruption on the edge of the mouth. Suppose that
∆ = 2 . The distance between neighbor pixels of mouth edge is calculated as 1-2. This means that
the case is non-defected. On the other hand, there is an interruption on the edge of the mouth in
Fig. 10 (c). For this case, the some distance was bigger than the value ∆ = 2 for split defected
mouth. This means that the case is defected.

4.4. Dent Defect Detection
4.4.1. Hough circle detection on the inner edge of the mouth:
Fig. 11 shows the first (red) (Section 3.2.1) and second (yellow) (Section 3.4.1) circles obtained
by Hough circle detection. The blue line is the inner edge of the mouth. During the second circle
detection, the center of the mouth of the case was found more accurately.
4.4.2. Calculation of cumulative variance
The yellow line is perfect circle and the blue line is the mouth of the case. Cumulative variance
was calculated between the yellow and the blue lines.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 11: Non-defected mouth (a); circles detected on non-defected mouth (b); dent defected mouth (c);
circles detected on dent defected mouth (d)

4.4.3. Classification of dent defect
If the cumulative variance is bigger than determined value of the mouth, the case will be defined
as defected. Otherwise the case will be defined as non-defected.

5. RESULTS
The results obtained were evaluated using confusion matrix theory [17, 18] which has four
categories. True Positives (TP) mean the defected cases are detected as defected. False Positives
(FP) mean the non-defected cases are detected as defected. True Negatives (TN) mean the nondefected cases are detected as non-defected. False Negatives (FN) mean the defected cases are
detected as non-defected. The confusion matrix is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Confusion matrix
Result of algorithm
Defected
Actual
military case

Non-defected

Defected

TP

FN

Non-defected

FP

TN
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The results are evaluated by error rate, recall, precision and F-measurement.
Error rate is defined as follows:

Recall is defined as follows:

Precision is defined as follows:

F-measurement is defined as follows:

50% non-defected and 50% defected images were used during experiments.
Table II shows the results obtained using the cumulative variance calculated on the base of the
radius of the circle by Hough algorithm (Section 3.4.2 (a)).
Table 2. Results on the base of the radius value
Result of algorithm
Defected
Actual
defects of
case

Non-defected

Defected

48%

2%

Non-defected

10%

40%

Table III shows the results obtained using the cumulative variance calculated on the base of the
average distance (Section 3.4.2 (b)).
Table 3. Results on the base of the average distance
Result of algorithm
Defected
Actual
defects of
case

Non-defected

Defected

48%

2%

Non-defected

8%

42%
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Table IV shows the results of error rate, recall, precision, and F-measurement calculated by using
Tables II and II and Eq. (3)-(6).
Table 4. Results of proposed methodology
Error Rate

Recall

Precision

F-measurement

Radius

12%

96

82

88

Average

10%

96

85

90

As seen from Table IV, according to the values of metrics, the split and dent defects occurring on
the mouth part of the case were detected with high accuracy in comparison with existing manual
inspection system where the rates of the above listed metrics are very low. As seen from Tables II
and III, the values of FN are 2% which means that very small number of defected cases is
detected as non-defected. The other finding is related to FP which is calculated as 10% and 8%.
This means that a small number of non-defected cases was defined as defected. By improving the
quality of online images the values of these metrics can be increased.

3. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed a methodology to detect defects in the mouth part of military cartridge
cases. At all stages of the proposed methodology, special algorithms taking into account the
challenges listed in introduction section were proposed.
The proposed methodology was implemented using real images. The results obtained showed that
96% of the defected cases were detected and separated in real-time. Experiment results have
showed that the proposed algorithm guarantees the condition of the real-time processing and
accuracy of detection.
In the future work, parallel programming techniques will be used to increase the accuracy rate
and to decrease processing time.
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